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Dependence of dynamic elasticity moduli of ferrites 
on magnetic polarization 

Z. KACZKOWSKI (WARSZAWA) 

THE RESULTS of investigations of dynamic elasticity moduli as f\,UlCtions of magnetic polarization 
are presented. Nickel ferrites with ionic admixtures of Co (x = 0-0.027), Cu (y = 0-0.01 5) and 
Mn (z = 0.02) are investigated. The negative effect LJE is found to be the strongest (at room 
temperature) for ferrites with the highest cobalt admixtures content. The negative LJE effect 
is connected with a considerable magnetomechanical coupling. 

Podano wyniki badail dynamicznych modulow ~tystoSci ferrytow w zaletno§ci od polaryzacji 
magnetycznej. Badano ferryty niklowe z domieszkami. jonow ,kpt,.Itu (x = 0-0,027), miedzi 
(y = 0-0,15) i mangan~ (z = 0,02). Stwierdzono, :i.e ujemny efekt LJEbyl najsilniejszy (w tem
peraturze pokojowej) d1a ferrytow o najwi~kszej zawartoSci domieszek kobaltu. Ujemny efela 
LJE jest zwi;p:any. dliZym sp~:i.eniem magnetomecbanicznym. 

ilpHBCACHbl pe3YJIJ.T8Tbl HCCJICAOB8BHA AHHBMH11CCI<HX MO,IzyJICI. ynpyrocm cl>eppHTOB B sa
BHCHMOCTH OT Mal'HHTHOit noJIHpH~H. HcCJieAOB8Rhl IIHl<eneBJde cl>eppHTbl C npBMecRMB 
HOHOB KOO&JII,Ta (X = 0-0,027), MCAJI (y at 0-0,lS) 11 Ma~a (z::: ·0,02); I<OBCTRTH
poBaBO, liTO OTp~TeJIIdlhlit. ~KT LJE 6JdJI caMhiM CIIJII»BJdM )WI cl>eppHTOB (B KOMBaTBOi 
TCMnepazype) . C BUOOJIWIIHM COAep>IWDieM npHMeeei Ko6am.T8. Orp~~ 3CfMI>eKT 
AB cBH3aH c 6o.JWDHM MIU'BHTOMexamAecKHM conpR>KeBHeM. 

I. Introduction 

THE APPLICATION of magnetic field's tc:> magnetic materials produces the prOcess of ordering 
of magnetization vectors of domains by shifting the Bloch walls and rQtating the magne
tization vectors. Voluininal · changes of domains and. ·rotation of magnetization . vectors 
~hange the form of crystals [1 , 2]. . 

With the magnetostriction is connected LJ~ effect which· consists in cbnging the elasti
city modulus which accompanies the process of transition from the state of demagneti
zation to the state of technical saturation [1-4, 12, 13]. 
_ The effects of tensile forces (stresses T, u) are, in addition to normal elongation e. 

accbrding to Hooke's law, the additional elongations produeed by the striction e.,, and 
so the resultant elasticity modulus E is smaller 

(I. I) 
·T u u · .u 

E=-=-=--= . . 
S e e,.+e,. e,.+u/E,. · 

After transformations, 

(1.2) e = (_!_ - J..) u 
• E E,. ' 

whence 

(1.3) 
LJE E,.-E · e,. 
-y=--E-=E; 
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2. The investigated piezomagnetic ferrites 

The subject of research were the dynamic elasticity moduli of the piezomagnetic ferrites · 
Ni-Mn, Ni-Mn-Co and Ni-Mn-CO-Cu produced and investigated by R. Wadas. 
Their main components were nickel ferrites. The admixtures used were contained within 
the interval 2-20~~, the general formula of the ferrites considered having the form 

(2 . .1) 

with y = 0 and X= 0 (AI ferrites), X = 0.012 (A2), X= 0.015 (E2), X= 0.027 (El) 
andy = 0.15, x = 0.012 (A3). Density of the ferrites changed from 5.09 g/cm3 (AI) through 
5.10 (A2), 5.11 (El), 5.12 (E2) up to 5.23 g/cm3 (A3). Testing was performed on toroidal 
specimens with mechanical resonance frequencies from the 70-110 kHz band, outer 
diameter 20.7 mm, inner diameter 13.7 mm and thicknesses ranging from 5~3 to 6.0 mm. 
Tests were performed at room temperatures and also other temperatures, both negative 
and positive [4, 5, 7, 11, 12]. In this paper only the results obtained at room tem~ratures 
are presented, the remaining being left for another publication. The saturation induction 
of the ferrites investigated (at 4000Afm, i.e. 50 Oe) ranged from 0.24T (Al}~o 0.32 T (A2), 
and the relative initial permeability- from 25 (AI) to 65 (El), [I 1]. 

3. Dynamic elasticity moduli in magnetic field 

In each system of piezomagnetic equations (e.g. [9]) combining the stresses, strains, 
magnetic induction and magnetic field intensity, in addition to the magnetic coefficient 
(permeability) and the magnetomechanical constant d, h, e or g, a mechanical coefficient 
also appears like, for example, the elasticity modulus at a constant magnetic field E8 , 

or at constant induction E., or their reciprocals. This is the reason why these coefficients 
should be known at each instant of work, that is at the given value of magnetic polarization. 
The elastic moduli in various fields of application are considered as material constants, 
while in reality their values change the more (up to 300%), the better their piezomagnetic 
properties are. Variability of tl;le moduli with the magnetic polarization and temperature 
is extremely import.mt f~r possible application of transducers in various ultrasonic or 
radio-electronic devices (electromechanical and magnetostrictive filters or magnetostrictive 
delay lines). 

:pynamic elasticity moduli for a given t~mperature are determined at · a constant field 
H or constant induction B 

(3.1) E ( aa) (aT) 2d2 12 2 :2d2/2 
H = Tt H =:: as B = 1& sf! H =CH(!~ 1& 1 rf!, 

(3.2) E (aa) (aT) 2d2 /2 · 2 2d2i2 
8 = at B = as B = 1& sf! B = CBf!;:::::: 1& s ,(]. 

Here / 8 ,/a, c8 , c8 are the respective frequencies and velocities of sound at a constant 
field intensity H and constant induction B. J,. and f, -frequency of resonance and anti. 
resqnance, d.- mean diameter of the toroid, e- density, a, -mechanical stresses, 
and e, S- strains. 
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DEPENDENCE OF DYNAMIC ELASTICITY MOD\JLI OF F£RRI11!S ON MAGNETIC POLARIZATION 

In practice and, in particular, in the case ofthe ferrites under investigation, it may be· 
assumed approximately that the maximum of impedance moduli occurs· at the mechanicaf 
resonance what under sufficiently ~rge quality factors, corresponds to the constant mag
netic field (constant current efficiency), i.e. / 8 ~ /,.; in the case ofantiresonance, minimum. 
impedance corresponds to the constant voltage efficiency, and hence the magnetic induction. 
is held constant, !B ~ };,, [10, 11]. 

Impedance of the transducer with respect to- the nonlinear phenomena and losses. 
occurring in the core and winding of th~ transducer depends both on the constant and the 
alt61llating magnetic field. Figure I shows the impedance characteristics of the El ferrite 
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FIG. l. Impedance of a toroidaLspecimcn of the El ferrite at various polarizations (a) and at 1/10 of the 
alternating field amplitude (b). 

determined under various polarizations at room temperatureS [1 0]. With increasing polar.;. 
ization the resonance amplitude increases, reaches its maximum between 800 and 
1600 A/m, and then decreases. The res·onancefrequency at small polarizations decreases 
and at . higher magnetic field . increases again. This phenomenon· -is closely ·connected 
with the- negative L1E effect. The anti resonance frequency in the cases und~r consideration 
always increas~. Decreasing of . the ~ternating magnetic field · amplitude decreased also 
the· impeda~ee, while no changes in the resonance and antiresonance frequencies -and ·in 
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the coefficient of magnetomechanical coupling could be observed (Fig. 1 b). The presented 
· ~haracteristics are referred to the ferrites of the lowest mechanical quality factor. In other 

ferrites the characteristics are steeper (in the same scale) and the accuracy of evaluating 
the moduli is higher. Figure 2 shows the characteristics of impedance Z and reactance X 
of the ferrite transducer Ei. Values of the moduli are determined more exactly from the 
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FIG. 2. Impedance. and reactance or" a ferrite E2 speCimen. at various polarizatious. 

impedance or admittance circles. The impedance circle of an unloaded 11U8ducer is 
·shown, as ·an ~xample, in Fig •. 3, while Fig. 4 demonstrates the freqUency ch•racteristic 
-of impedance · Z, resistance 'R and · reactance .X of .the transducer (a); resonance (b) and 
an~resonance ranges (c) being taken 'into account [11). The maxima and ~minima of IZI 

. . 
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and R coincide with the zero· values of X ·and with the oorresf,onding frequencies (cf. 
Figs. 1 and 2) the dynamic tnoduli E8 and E~ are determin~. The moduli arc found from 
the impedance circles by.drawing sepa~te characteristics of X, R, Z (Fig. 4) or by calcula
ting the frequencies corresponding ·to the · points of intersection With the circles: of the 
diameters parallel to the R-axis (in ease of small losses or high quality factors the diameters 
lie almost on the R-axis- cf •. Fig. 3) or, finally, of the chords dra'Wn from the origin of 
the coordinate system to the points on the circle which are the most remote from 0. The 
relative differences between the frequenciesf,.,/8 and/.,/. in the case offerrites are usually 
less than one percent, and sometimes ,reach .even the order of I o- 5 [11}. . 

4. Investigation of the E 8 -nioclalus in the ranae of the initial mapetizatiC)n curve and the 
aegative LIE-etrect 

Up to· the early fifties of this century it was believed that the moduli of elasticity increase 
monotonicaUy with the magnetic polarization and stabilize their . values in the ~ge of 
magnetic saturation, see e.g. [I , 3]. In 1955 it was observed by Ochsenfeld that in the case 
of nickel and its alloys the modulus of elasticity initially decreases with increasing polari
_zation, and after reaching a minimum it begins to increase so as to reach a stable valu~ 
in the range of saturation [13]. The· range in ··which the elasticity modulus E8 is smaller 
than the value in the state of demagnetization E0 is cal-led the negative increment range 
·or E, and the effect itself- the negative JE-effect. A similar phenomenon in El' fertites 
was ·observed by the author [4-7, 12). Further investigations confirmed tbe ·.existence of' the 
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DEPENDENCE OP DYNAMIC ELASTICITY MODULI OP PEIUU11IS ON MAGNETIC POLARIZAnoN 407 

negative effect in numerous types of ferrites i~ a -wide -range of temperatures [8, I i]; 
some of the results are presented in this paper. 

Figure 5 presents the family ofinitial curves of elasticity moduli of the ferrites consider:ed. 
The characteristics are established at an amplitude not exceeding I .6 A/m (20 mOe ). The 
negative LJE effect appeared in all ferrites tested. To simplify the analysis, the characteristics 
of relative variation of the moduJi are - shown in Fig. 6. The occurrence of the 
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F10. 6. A£a-effect of the considered fcrritcs. 

21£-effect is connected with magneto-mechanical coupling, and so in the El ferrite (in 
which the coupling coefficient k -> 0~3) the effect was the most significant, its negative 
value reaching2%, and positive~about 10% [5, ll, 12]. 

A complete mathematical deScription of the n-egative LJE-effect is still lacking; it will 
be made possible by introducing to the rel&tions the corresP<>nding piezomagnetic coeffi
cients. 

S. Investigation of the Ermodalus -

The elastic moduli at a constant induction EB increase their values with increasing 
polarization until the state of magnetic saturation is reached, when further field incre
ments do not influence the modulus EB. The corresponding characteristics are shown in 
Fig. 7. The largest relative variations of EB occur in the El ferrites and reach 13% [5, 11, 12]. 
From the ch~racteristics it follows that thC! magnetic field cOmm.only considered as suffi~ 
cient for technical saturation (e.g. in various companies producing the ferrites the field 
intensities of 30 Oe, i.e. 2400 A/m are -considered -as suffi~ient for saturation) does not 

6* 
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ensure the stabilization of the modulus. A more precise determination of the .state of mag
. netic saturation is possible by means of mechanical investigations rather than by many 
other classical methods. Of course, such accurate measurements are not always necessary. 

6. FJastic moduli and the magneto-mechanical coapliDg 

The work done during elastic deformation is completely transformed, under ideal 
reversible conditions, into the potential energy of internal elasticity forces. The specific 
elastic energy in the case of materials subjected to the magnetic field is changed due to the 
changes of the modulus of elasticity. The value of the modulus measured at constant 
field intensity £ 8 and constant induction £ 8 are equal to each other in the state of demag
netization, but differ in the case of polarization. l_'he formulae for the specific elastic 
energy must also reveal corresponding differences. Elastic strain energy at a constant 
field intensity His defined by the following formula: 

1 1 T 2 

(6.1) Wa = T TSH = T Es ' 

and the elastic strain energy at constant induction 

1 1 T 2 

(6.2) Wa=-TS8 =--. 
2 2 E8 

The difference of these two energies ~ay be transformed into the magnetic energy: 

(6.3) 
. .. 1 2( 1 1) 

W~'=L1W= W8 -W8 =-T ---. 
· 2 EB Es 
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DEPENDENcE OF DYNAMIC ELAS'I1CITY MODUU OF FDIU'ID ON MAONE11C POLAIUZA110N 409 

As in :the case of a piezomagnetic transmitter, in the .case of a receiver the definition 
of ·the coefficient of magneto-mechanical coupling k may ·be introduced (cf. e.g. [9D. 
The ratio of mechanical ~Jlergy ·transformed into magnetic energy to the total amount 
of energy stored in the transducer is called the square of the magneto-mechanical coupling 
coefficient. 

(6.4) k2 = . W,.. = Wn- w. = 1 _ w. = 1 _ E8 

. W8 . . W8 W8 E8 • 

Values of k for the El and ll ferrites is·given in FigS. 1 and 3. 

In· such states in which· the magneto--mechanical coupling does not occur, and namely 
in the state of demagnetization and ·magnetic saturation, the elastic moduli at constant 
field intensity and at constant induction are equal to each other. At the instant when sucb 
a couplitig Occurs, the values of Es and E8 diverge, and they attain their maxima usually 
in the range of pOlarization larger than that at which the minimum of E8 occurs, and less 
than that at which the magnetization curve bends markedly: FigUre 8 shows examples of the 

~0~--~----._--~ ____ ._ __ ~ 
0 0.8 1.6 Z!l 3.2 · 4.0 

H[kA/m] 

FIG. 8. Primary cones of the-Ea- and E. moduli of El, E2, Al, A2 ·and A3 fcnites. 

initial curves of the E8 and E.e moduli of the investigated ferrites. In the vicinity of the 
state of demagnetization the moduli E8 and £ 8 differ only slightly and it was possible to 
determine their common values by means ofextrapolation. The actual saturation occurred, 
however, outside the measurement range. Basmg upon several additional tests and the 
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extrapolation technique it was established ·that EH = Ea at polarizations of the order of 
10-25 kA/m. Thus the actual saturation·· may ciccut at the · field intensities· three· .or even 

·ten times Stronger than those generally accepted. as sufficient for teclmical saturation. 

7. Discussion of results and concluSions 

Research on the vari~tion of mechanical parameters is of both the cognitive and practical 
values; the variations are connected with the changes of sound' veloc~ty and the resonance 
frequencies of the transducers (Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2)). · 

Once the variation.of elastic ·moduli is known, the characteristics of ultrasound .veloci
ties or resonance frequencjes can also be determined. Howev~r, ~e course oft:esearch in 
our case_is different: from tl;teresonancefrequencies .which are characteristic of the given 
transducer and givefn polarization, more general ·pa~meters of the investigated material 
are determined, like the elasticity moduli or the sou~d velocities~._ which are strongly de~ 
pendent not only on the magnetic polarization (Figs. ~' 4E effect) .but also. on the tem
perature [5, 8]. The temperature coefficients of the elastic moduli of ferrites, in particular 
temj,erature ranges, may be of the order of 0.1-200. Io- 6rc. 

According to the tHeory of AKULOV and Ko~OORSKY [I], the 4£-eff'ect should be asso
ciated with the domain structure of magnetic materials. If a single-domain ball were cut out 
of the crystal in the tempe~re higher than the Curi:e _.point and cooled afterwards, it 
would be transformed, due to spontaneous Jlllagneti~tion, into an ellipsoid. Such an ellip
soid reftects the anisotropy, aqd the positions of i~ pririciP&l axes depend on the directions 
of spontaneous magnetization .. , If cOuld~ be imagined that each domain corresponds to 

. a certain ellipsoid of stricti on, anti, ~e mechatii~l forces applied from outside . to the 
crystal transform the ball into the so-Called Hooke's ellipsoid. Minimum of the crystal 
energy corresponds to the state in which-the major ai:es of the striction and Hooke's 
ellipsoids coincide. Action of f.orces on the IIUlgnetic material, even in absence of the 
external field, changes the magnetic properties. 1ft a multi-domain material subject to 
the external forces, the volume of thoSe striction . ellipsoids whose major axes make 
sinall angles with the major axes of Hooke~s ellipsoids will increase, while those making 

·large angles will decrease. Consequently, additional changes due to the rotation and 
expansion of the striction ellipsoids are superposed on the changes produced by elastic 

· (Hooke) strains. This ad4itiomil change of form . of magnetic crystals which does not 
result-from Hooke's law was·ealledby Akulov and Kondorsky mechanostriction, arid its 
theory was developed by BROWN [2]. Since it was assumed that each domain corresponds 
to a stricti on ellipsoid, the voluminal changes. of domains and rotations of their magneti
zation vectors change the forms of the crystals. If the striction ellipsoids were placed with 
their major axes parallel to the field direction, the body would be elongated and the mag
netostrictio~ would be positive, and ·if the axes were perpendicular. to .. the field, the bodf 
would be contracted (negative magnetostriction). It follows that major axes of the ellipsoids 
may be either parallel to the magnetization vectorS of the · domains (s > 0), .or perpell
dieu~r. (s < P). 

In s9ft JD~tie materials and .in the range of \veak ~ fields, the . stresses produced by 
_e~temal force8 . ~01itribute to the--shiftil)g of ~ domain· walls, · aild in stronlel'>·fields 
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to the rotation of the magnetization vectors. In hard magnetic materials the stresses pro
duce mainly the · rotations :of the magnetization vectors. The direction of changes depends 
on the directions of the forces and magnetic field applied; and on the sign of magnetostric
tion. 

In the materials with negative magnetostriction, tensile external forces produce, in 
addition to Hooke's deformations, also the striction deformations, and due to the me
chanostriction principle major axes of the ellipsoids will be parallel to the forces applied, 

and so the magnetization vectors will · be perpendicular (Fig. 9). 

a 
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b c d 
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~ t t --Hs 
1-- -
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e F g 
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cJ>O CJ>O 6>0 

FIG. 9. Dis~bution of magnetization vectors and changes of dimensions in the piezomagnetic material 
with negative magnetostriCtion as a function of the applied magnetic field and external fon:cs. 

In the materials with positive magnetostriction the situation will be reversed. Tension 
makes the magnetization vectors tend to become .parallel to .the forces, and Compression -
perpendicular. This mechanism explains numerous phenomena known -from . practice 
such as material processing in a magnetic field, magnetization of materials subjected to 
stresses, properties of materials with inclusions, etc. 

In the case of compression, minor a:~es of the. striction ellipsoids will be elongated, 
and major axes shortened, and hence the mechanostriction will be negative. Mechanostric
tion is, like Hooke'a deformati.on, of the. same sign as the force applied. In the case of 
compression, similarly to the case of tension, the elasticity modulus will decrease. If the 
positions of the magnetization vectors and the striction ellipsoids were frozen in space so 
as -to · eliminate their rotations, the mechanostriction -would be zero and the elasticity 
modulus would assume its normal value E,. = E,. Such a stiffening of ·tae maiJletization 
yectors may be.achieved by providing a sufficiently high ·magnetic field intensity . 
. - The elasticity modulus as a function of the magnetic field intensity ~ncreases and reaches 

its normal value in the state of saturation. The phenomenon is sketched -in Fig. 9. -In a de
magnetized material free of stresses, tlie distribution of magqetization vectors is disordered 
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and the resultant magnetization vanishes (a). Spontaneous magnetization disturbs the 
lattice symmetry. After saturation the material contracts by the value corresponding to 
the saturation magnetostriction, that is by esl in the case of magnetization and measurements 
taken along the specimen (b), and by Esl/2 in the case of transversal saturation (c). In 
both cases the imagined ball deformes to identical (but perpendicular to each other) 
ellipsoids. 

When a demagnetized specimen is loaded by external tensile forces counteracting the 
internal stresses, its length increases by [(es/2)+e,.]/ (d) in comparison to the initial state 

(a) or by ( ~- e, + •.) I in comparison to the state oflongitudinal saturation (b). Only with 

respect to the state of transversal saturation (c) will the deformation be the usual one, 
i.e. e,./, and the additional ralative elongation Em = 0. Similar processes may also be ob
served in the case of smaller tensile force acting on a specimen transversally saturated 
up to the value of a(f), when the deformation follows Hooke's law. Some differences appear 
in the values of the resulting magnetization. Under small field intensities and moderate 
tensile stresses the deformatio~s will follow partly from Hooke's law, and partly from the 
stricti on (g). Under certain conditions both phenomena may compensate each other. 
A similar compensation may also be achieved in the case of longitudinal saturation and 
tension (e). 

In -all cases the tensile forces do not exced the elastic limit. The greatest additional 

relative deformation Em = ~ e, is reached in the specimen when the direction of saturation 

is changed from parallel to perpendicular, and such a maximum correction should be 
taken into account under strong tension parallel to the field Hs. For Hli ..L a the correction 
vanishes Em = 0. Under small tensile stresses only partial reorientation of the magneti
zation vectors occurs, and the mechanostriction is strongly influenced by the internal 
stresses. The applied forces make the magnetization vectors assume the perpendicular 
positions, and hence in a demagnetized material the numbers of vectors assuming paralJed 
and opposite directions are equal. The magnetic field leads to parallel ordering of the vectors. 
If the direction of the field and the tensile stresses coincide, the mechanism of changes 
is highly complicated since under the action of the field the vectors will tend to parallel 
positions and forces will try to make the perpendicular. Thus the energy of the saturating 
must in this case be sufficiently great. The above considerations enable us to determine 
the character of deviations from Hooke's law. 

As it was mentioned before, the magnetic field in the state of saturation immobilizes 
all the magnetization vectors of the domains so that their reorientation cannot occur; 
no striction deformations take place and the elasticity modulus does not change. The 
L1E-effect is an "even, phenomenon and does not occur in the case of 180°- disp1ace
ments of the Bloch walls; that is why the application of a perpendicular field to a specimen 
under tension (Fig. 9d) does not, in principle, change its dimensions. The L1E-effect is 
connected with rotation of the magnetization vectors and non-180° displacements of the 
Bloch walls (e.g. 90°, 109° and 71°). The specific strain energy E~ under constant external 
stresses is equal to 
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•• 
(7.1) . f 3 Ett = a de = T e.asin28. 

0 

This means that in the materials with negative magnetostriction the energy reaches its 
minimum under tension for 90°, that is ·the stresses place the magnetization vectors in 
perpendicular positions, while in the materials with positive magnetostriction the angle 
is oo. In the case of compressive forces the situation will be reversed~ This author sugges
ted [11] that the negative L1E-etfect was connected with the fulfilling of the condition 

(7.2) k2 AEs 
>~. 

At small values of coupling the negative AB-effect may not occur at all. 
The corresponding theory of the effect should be associated with the variations· of the 

. piezomagnetic coefficients. Value of the moduli change with temperature and the changes 
depend · mainly on the variations of magnetocrystalline anisotropy constants. In · the case 
of El ferrites at -70°C, E0 = 1.78 · 1012 dynes/c~2 , i.e. 178 ·aPa.· If the anisotropy 
constant K1 is ~ompensat~ and changes its sign at the temperature characteristics, the 
minima of resonance frequencies and elastic moduli occur in this range [S-8, 11, 12). This 
problem will be discussed in detail in another publication. 

The moduli of elasticity of ferrites are strictly dependent on the magnetic polarization. 
Most considerable changes occured in the case of the El ferrite containing large amounts 
of cobalt ions admixtures which lead to compensation. of the magnetocrystalline anisotropy 
constants in the range of room temperatures [8). 

Siight changes of cobalt contents (order of per mill) produce considerable variations 
of the moduli and their dependence _on the magnetic intensity .(and also temperature). 
Technology of production may also exert an influence on the moduli since it determines 
the density, porosity, defects, grain sizes etc. Once the dependence of the moduli on tem
perature and ferrite composition is known, the corresponding materials for piezomagnetic 
transducers may be programmed; one might design the materials with a constant tempera
ture coefficient/, in a definite temperature range, or with a variable (positive or negative) 
coefficient if compensation of piezomagnetic coefficients of other elements of the system 
were required. 
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